TERM 1 Y6 Autumn 1
Homework
Secure

Art

Secure+

Secure

Secure+

Sketch, as shown in class, a
chocolate bar or your choice.

Sketch, as shown in class, a
chocolate bar or your choice.
Demonstrate perspective, tonal
values within your colour work
and lettering proportions.

Research one of the world’s
rainforests and create a fact
file about it with at least 5
different facts.

Collect a range of textures
and stick them carefully into
grids on one full page.
Consider your presentation
and composition and the
variety collected. Label each
one with an adjective.
Collect different images of
portable light units and
explain how they are
assembled.
Bring in ingredients for
cooking.
Evaluate what you have
made and use your family’s
comments to help you
improve your dish.
Find out what a podcast is,
where you would find one
and state why people would
use them.
Research one of the world’s
rainforests and create a fact
file about it with at least 10
different facts.

Using the internet or books,
create a fact file about
Ancient Greece. It can be

Using the internet or books,
create a fact file about
Ancient Greece. It can be

Research an individual from the Research an individual from the
Ancient Greek period and create Ancient Greek period and create
a fact file about them, including a fact file about them, including

Collect a range of textures
and stick them carefully into
grids on one full page.

Collect different images of
portable light units.
D+T

Food

Computer
Science

Geography

History

Autumn 2

Bring in ingredients for
cooking.
Evaluate what you have
made and how you could
improve your dish.
Find out what a podcast is
and where you would find
one.

Collect different images of
portable light units.

Collect different images of
portable light units and explain
how they are assembled.

Bring in ingredients for cooking.
Evaluate what you have made
and how you could improve
your dish.

Bring in ingredients for cooking.
Evaluate what you have made
and use your family’s comments
to help you improve your dish.

Write a definition of what a
simulator is.

Write a definition of what a
simulator is and what the benefits
are of using one.

Draw an image of a plant or
animal which lives in the
rainforest and label the
adaptations it has to survive e.g.
wings to fly to the canopy layer.

Draw an image of a plant and an
animal which lives in the
rainforest and label the
adaptations it has to survive e.g.
wings to fly to the canopy layer
and pointy leaves to make water
drip quickly to the roots.

Music

RE

Science

hand written or typed but it
MUST NOT be copied &
pasted.
It must contain at least 10
facts.

hand written or typed but it
MUST NOT be copied &
pasted.
It must contain at least 15
facts.

at least 5 key facts and 5
images.

at least 10 key facts and 10
images.

Keyboard finger exercise.
Both hands parallel motion
543212345/123454321

Add relaxation, flow and
bounce.

Select 5 features with which to
analyse baroque compositions.

Practise applying your 5 features
to baroque music you hear before
the next lesson.

Write a paragraph that
answers the following
questions:
Do you think people should
give to charity?
Should it be a requirement or
a choice?
What kinds of charity should
be given money?
How much money is fair?

Write a paragraph that
answers the following
questions:
Do you think people should
give to charity?
Should it be a requirement or
a choice?
What kinds of charity should
be given money?
How much money is fair?
Do you think that charity is a
good way to solve world
problems or should there be
a different solution?

Research how people in other
countries celebrate Christmas,
prepare an information poster
or leaflet showing similarities
and differences to how we
celebrate it in this country.

Show how those different
traditions link back to the original
Christmas story.

Be able to spell and know the
definitions of the top 4-6 of
the following words:
Light
Eye
Filter
Travel
Straight
Reflection

Be able to spell and know the
definitions of 8-10 of the
following words:
Light
Eye
Filter
Travel
Straight
Reflection

Be able to spell the and know
the definitions of top 4-6 of the
following words:
Diet
Exercise
Nutrient
Blood
Lifestyle
Circulatory

Be able to spell and know the
definitions of 8-10 of the
following words:
Circulatory
Diet
Exercise
Nutrient
Blood
Lifestyle

Modern
foreign
languages

Luminous
Shadow
Rainbow
Phenomena

Luminous
Shadow
Rainbow
Phenomena

Muscular
System
Digestive
Skeletal

Circulatory
Muscular
System
Digestive
Skeletal

If you have Mr Miller for
science, he will set this work
separately for you.

If you have Mr Miller for
science, he will set this work
separately for you.

If you have Mr Miller for
science, he will set this work
separately for you.

If you have Mr Miller for science,
he will set this work separately
for you.

Revision: recognise school
subjects and opinions

Revision: recognise and spell
school subjects and give
opinions on them in Spanish.

Revision: recognise items of
food and drink in Spanish.

Revision: recognise and spell food
and drink accurately in Spanish
and put them into a sentence to
make an order.

